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Lowenstein Stresses Grassroots Movement

by Digby Hamer

The New York Times (April 15) reviewed the the "demand" of the "grassroots" movement for the "social change" the President must make. This was a reference to Stein's bill.

The President's Bill Challenges Vietnam War Legality

by Bob Wator

The President's Bill challenges the legality of the Vietnam war. This is a reference to the Stein bill. It is impossible to get laws on many issues, including the draft. It was called "red herring" since the real issue was the Stein bill.

In conclusion, the student volunteers will be on hand to deal with crisis experienced by students. The Congressman said the "basic question" of the Vietnam war is the "reality" of Vietnam. He said that he has not heard any other issues involved in the war issue. He noted that the Student volunteers will be on hand to deal with crisis experienced by students.
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Ala-Ed-Din Makes Its American Debut At PAC

by Mary Ellen O'Donnell

Ala-Ed-Din, State University of New York at Albany, will present the first American production of Ala-Ed-Din beginning at 8:00 p.m., on the main stage of the University Center Theater. Performances are scheduled for Tuesday, April 21; through Thursday, April 20. No school is on April 21st.

Ala-Ed-Din is a play written by Graham Greene, and directed by William Goetz. The production was designed and directed by John Rusnak and produced by Henry Kress.

Audience for the play is scheduled for Thursday, April 20. The play is presented by the Department of Theatre and Dance and the University Center of the Union Association.

Performances of Ala-Ed-Din are free to the public.照明 and curtain call.

Myths And Legends Of The Known Phenomenon As Jazz

by Rick Rubashkin

In the late spring of 1972, State University of New York at Albany will present a new American literary work, "The Soul of New York," by the late John Steinbeck. The play was commissioned by the University of California and is a part of the Steinbeck Festival, a series of events, conferences, and performances held in honor of the late writer. The play will be performed in the University Center Theater on Friday, April 21.

The play is presented by the Department of Theatre and Dance and the University Center of the Union Association. Applications are open to the public.

SunY to Hold April Concert Week

The SUNY College at New Paltz will present a series of concerts in the University Center on April 21 through April 26. The concerts will feature a variety of musical groups, including the SUNY College at New Paltz Band, the SUNY College at New Paltz Orchestra, and the SUNY College at New Paltz Choir.

Applications for the Concert Week are open to the public. Applications must be submitted by March 21, 1973. For more information, contact the SUNY College at New Paltz Office of Student Life, 1 University Ave., New Paltz, NY 12561. Applications are accepted on a first-come, first-served basis.
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"The concept of the earth MUST end. Man, equipped with a technology and a way of life, daily consumes and depletes the sphere upon which all life depends. We must learn to live within the finite Earth, an earth finite in resources, limited in tolerance to pollution and capable of supporting only a finite population."

THE DAWN OF DEATH
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Violence on Colonial Quad

Continued from page 1
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THE ASP SPORTS

Lacrosse And Track Teams Victorious!

LACROSSE

The lacrosse team opened their season at Castleton, outscoring the hosts 10-6 and winning their opening game. The game will begin at 2 p.m. and promises to be one of the best.

Barrie Kolstein helped out on two other goals, leading the Danes while Steve Jakobson scored three times and assisted on two more goals. Mike Barlotta each tallied one goal to finish out Albany's way.

Tobin Kuhns was helped on two other goals, and Alfonso O'Donnell had one goal and one assist, and Dave Hulihan was also on the scoresheet.

The game will be played at Castleton, leaving the inexperienced players with a 10-6 win over their opponents.

THE SPARKS

The Sparks traveled to Castleton, Vermont, seeking their first win of the season.

The track team opened its season at Castleton, Vermont, and finished with a 10-6 win over their opponents.

One of the bright points of the game was the speed of Coach Muse, who opened the second half and in the fourth quarter.

COACH MUSE

Coach Muse will start at Castleton, playing the against the Spokes. Coach Muse will open the match and Head Coach Bob Munn will be ready despite the weather which made early practice a little difficult.

The Sparks traveled to Castleton, Vermont, seeking their first win of the season.

The Sparks will open the season at Castleton, Vermont, and finished with a 10-6 win over their opponents.

THE TRACK TEAM

The track team opened its season at Castleton, Vermont, but did not get any firsts.

State took 10 firsts, Boston State was led by Carl Meyers and Tubby Nixon who set a new 440 feet and weighs 185 pounds. It was not until the last minute that the team was ready.

The Sparks traveled to Castleton, Vermont, seeking their first win of the season.
A Woodstock Sermon on the Mount.

by John Baptist and Cardinal Huguenin

Reform with the heavy sounds of important papers in hand, preceded by spade-kneed walking of contemporary Indians, Harvard's School of Law presented the serene light. Abbie Hoffman, beaming with power, said: "The establishment's Pontius, Judge Johnson, was appointed to pass judgement on the society that's capitalist progress!" The establishment's Pontius was verbally crucified before 3,000 jurors gathered to pass judgement on the society that's capitalist progress! The establishment's Pontius was verbally crucified before 3,000 jurors gathered to pass judgement on the society that's capitalist progress! The establishment's Pontius was verbally crucified before 3,000 jurors gathered to pass judgement on the society that's capitalist progress! The establishment's Pontius was verbally crucified before 3,000 jurors gathered to pass judgement on the society that's capitalist progress! The establishment's Pontius was verbally crucified before 3,000 jurors gathered to pass judgement on the society that's capitalist progress! The establishment's Pontius was verbally crucified before 3,000 jurors gathered to pass judgement on the society that's capitalist progress!

"Nearly 200 years ago, some of his students came from the banks of the Charles, looked down, and said 'We Shall Overthrow.'"

"We'll build a new world!"

"To the people that we are proud, and we stick together!"

"Protestant Work Ethic has to go with what we've got."

"Do you know why there's a monster?"

"Now, we're not in America!"